We consider the process of muon-electron elastic scattering, which has been proposed as an ideal framework to measure the running of the electromagnetic coupling constant at space-like momenta and determine the leading-order hadronic contribution to the muon g−2 (MUonE experiment). We compute the next-to-leading (NLO) contributions due to QED and purely weak corrections and implement them into a fully differential Monte Carlo event generator, which is available for first experimental studies. We show representative phenomenological results of interest for the MUonE experiment and examine in detail the impact of the various sources of radiative corrections under different selection criteria, in order to study the dependence of the NLO contributions on the applied cuts. The study represents the first step towards the realisation of a high-precision Monte Carlo code necessary for data analysis.
Introduction
The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon a µ = (g − 2) µ /2 represents a formidable test of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics [1, 2] . There is a persisting tension between the measured value, as provided by the BNL-E821 experiment with an accuracy of 0.54ppm [3] , and the SM prediction, which presently exceeds the 3σ level [4] [5] [6] [7] . This discrepancy could be ascribed to some uncontrolled experimental or theoretical systematics or could signal the presence of New Physics beyond the SM. Two next-generation muon g − 2 experiments at Fermilab [8] and J-PARC [9] plan to improve the experimental error by a factor of four, which constitutes a challenge for the theory and has triggered a lot of new theoretical efforts [4, 5] .
The calculation of a µ in the SM requires the evaluation of subtle quantum loop effects and its present uncertainty, at the level of 3.5 × 10 −10 , is dominated by strong interaction contributions, which can not be computed perturbatively at low energies. The main sources of error come from the evaluation of the leading-order hadronic correction, a HLO µ , and of the hadronic light-by-light contribution. In particular, the most precise estimates of a HLO µ rely on the calculation of a dispersion integral of the hadron production cross section measured in e + e − annihilation at a few GeV scale. This data-driven determination of the a HLO µ contribution to the g − 2 is affected by uncertainties coming from the experimental error, as well as from delicate issues in the treatment and combination of different data corresponding to many exclusive channels [4, 6, 7] . Hence, alternative and independent approaches to the standard evaluation of a HLO µ via time-like data are of utmost importance to shed light on the situation. 1 In this respect, it has been proposed in recent times [15] to derive the leading-order hadronic contribution to the muon anomaly from a measurement of the effective electromagnetic coupling in the space-like region (and in particular of its hadronic contribution ∆α had (q 2 )), following ideas first put forward in Ref. [16] . Shortly afterwards, the process of muon-electron elastic scattering, i.e. µe → µe, as measurable by scattering high-energy muons on electrons at rest, has been recognised as an ideal process to perform such a measurement [17] . 2 An experiment devoted to the measurement of α QED (t), where t is the space-like squared momentum transfer, via µe scattering (MUonE) is presently under consideration at CERN in the context of the Physics Beyond Colliders study group. 3 The idea consists in performing a fixed-target experiment, by using a 150 GeV high-intensity muon beam, presently available at the CERN North area, incident on atomic electrons of a low-Z target.
The challenge of the proposed experiment is the feasibility of achieving a statistical and systematic uncertainty in the measurement of the µe differential cross sections at the level of 10ppm. If this task is accomplished, the new space-like determination of the leading hadronic contribution to the muon g − 2 will turn out to be competitive with the present time-like approach. In addition to the systematics of experimental nature, the calculation of the radiative corrections to the µe cross section represents a further source of systematic uncertainty to be taken carefully under control. Ultimately, this calculation will be necessary according to the highest standards of theoretical precision, in order to cope with the very demanding requirement of accuracy.
In this paper, we take a first step towards the calculation of higher-order contributions to µe → µe scattering, by computing the full set of NLO corrections to the process in the SM as due to QED and purely weak effects. We calculate the above corrections without any approximation, i.e. retaining finite lepton (muon and electron) mass contributions, and make them available in the form of a fully flexible Monte Carlo (MC) code, which is unavoidable to analyse the precision data of the MUonE experiment. We also scrutinise the size of the various sources of radiative corrections, in order to provide a guideline to future efforts in the calculation of NNLO corrections and resummation.
The NLO QED corrections to the µe scattering cross section were computed long time ago [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] and recently revisited in Ref. [27] . However, the above calculations contain some assumptions (vanishing electron mass, soft photon approximation), which do not apply to the present work. To the best of our knowledge, one-loop weak corrections, due to the presence of electroweak bosons in the internal loops, have never been considered so far. Just the contribution of the γ-Z interference at the tree-level was computed in Ref. [24] and compared to O(α) QED corrections at relatively high energies.
On the NNLO side, the master integrals for the two-loop planar and non-planar box diagrams in QED have been evaluated in Ref. [28] and Ref. [29] , respectively, retaining full dependence on the muon mass. NNLO hadronic corrections to µe scattering, given by diagrams with a hadronic vacuum polarisation insertion in the photon propagator, have 2 A method to measure the running of the QED coupling in the space-like region using small-angle Bhabha scattering was proposed in Ref. [18] and applied to LEP data by OPAL Collaboration [19] . 3 See https://indico.cern.ch/event/644287/ been computed recently in Ref. [30, 31] . Further theoretical progress in the calculation of NNLO corrections and resummation was presented at the MITP topical workshop "The evaluation of the leading hadronic contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment", held in Mainz in February 2018. 4 The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the details of the NLO calculation. In Section 3 we present and discuss our phenomenological results, both at the level of integrated cross sections (Section 3.1) and differential observables (Section 3.2). We study in particular the impact of the NLO corrections as a function of the imposed event selection criteria and scrutinise the rôle played by the different gauge-invariant subsets of corrections. In Section 4 we draw our conclusions and discuss the perspectives of our work.
Details of the NLO calculation
In the present Section, we describe the details of our theoretical approach. We first discuss the computation of the NLO QED and electroweak contributions without any approximation, i.e. retaining full dependence on the lepton masses. Next, we mention the procedure followed for the calculation of the QED corrections in the limit of vanishing electron mass, which is sketched in Section 3.
NLO QED corrections
The differential unpolarised cross section of muon-electron elastic scattering
at LO in QED is given by
In Eq. (2.1) α is the fine structure constant, λ is the Källén function and s, t are the usual Mandelstam variables, which are calculated with massive four momenta of the incoming and outgoing muon (p 1 and p 3 ) and of the incoming and outgoing electron (p 2 and p 4 ). In our calculation, we consider the scattering initiated by both positive and negative muons, both options being possible in the muon beam available at the CERN North Area. In the electroweak theory, the NLO corrections to the process consist of QED and purely weak contributions. Since µe scattering is a neutral-current process, the two subsets are separately gauge invariant and can be treated separately. A priori, the QED corrections are expected to be the dominant contribution, as photons which are emitted collinear to a lepton give rise to enhanced logarithmic corrections of the form α log(Q 2 /m 2 ) in the large Q 2 limit, where m is the lepton mass and Q some typical energy scale.
We calculate the 2 → 2 amplitude including one-loop virtual corrections in the onshell renormalization scheme, whereas real photon corrections are induced by the 2 → 3 bremsstrahlung process µe → µe + γ. The latter contribution is infrared (IR) divergent, but its sum with vertex and box corrections is IR-finite. We regularise the IR singularities according to the standard QED procedure of assigning a vanishingly small mass to the photon in the computation of the virtual and real contributions. Ultraviolet (UV) divergences associated to loop diagrams are treated using dimensional regularisation.
In formulae, the NLO cross section is split into two contributions and computed as follows
In Eq. (2.2), σ 2→2 is given by the sum of the LO cross section and the NLO one containing virtual photonic corrections and reads explicitly as follows
where
µ is the incoming flux factor, dΦ 2 the 2 → 2 phase space volume and λ the fictitious photon mass.
For the calculation of the 2 → 3 real photon contribution, we introduce a phase space slicing in terms of an arbitrarily small cutoff on the photon energy ω and compute σ 2→3 according to the following formula
where ω s is a soft-hard slicing separator, with λ ω s √ s, and dΦ 3 is the 2 → 3 phase space element. The first contribution in the r.h.s of Eq. (2.4) is calculated retaining the photon mass λ, while in the second one the photon is treated as massless. By integrating the first contribution analytically, Eq. (2.4) can be recast as follows
where ∆ s (λ, ω s ) is the eikonal factor for the real radiation correction in the soft photon approximation, whose expression can be found for instance in Ref. [32] . The contribution due to vacuum polarisation is taken into account using the effective charge as an overall factor through the replacement α → α(t) in the LO and NLO cross section. The running of the QED coupling is calculated using the following Dyson-resummation expression
where ∆α(t) = ∆α lep (t) + ∆α top (t) + ∆α had (t) (2.7)
In this work, we implement the leptonic correction ∆α lep and the (tiny) top-quark contribution ∆α top in one-loop approximation 5 and the hadronic correction is taken into account according to the dispersive approach implemented in the latest version of the hadr5n16.f routine [35] . 6 Note, however, that we use the value α = α(0) of the fine structure constant for the coupling of the photon to the external charged legs. Concerning the method of calculation and related cross-checks, all the Feynman diagrams for virtual and real photon contributions were manipulated with the help of the symbolic manipulation program Form [36, 37] , retaining full dependence on fermion masses and helicities. The evaluation of one-loop tensor coefficients and scalar 2/3/4 points functions was performed using the package LoopTools [38, 39] and cross-checked against the Collier software [40] , finding perfect agreement between the results of the two libraries. UV-finiteness and independence of the λ parameter have been checked analytically while the independence on ω s has been verified with high numerical accuracy in the range 10 −7 MeV < ω s < 10 −3 MeV.
NLO electroweak corrections
The calculation of the full set of NLO corrections in the electroweak theory has been performed according to the following details: the tree-level and one-loop matrix elements for the virtual and real corrections have been evaluated without any approximation with the computer program Recola [41] , which internally uses the Collier library for the oneloop scalar [42] [43] [44] [45] and tensor integrals [46] [47] [48] . In accordance with the calculation of the QED corrections, soft-photon singularities have been regularised in terms of an infinitesimal photon mass parameter and renormalization has been performed in the on-shell scheme. In order to compare consistently with the results of the QED calculation at the level of purely photonic corrections, the fermionic one-loop contributions to the photon propagator, which are automatically computed by the Recola program, have been calculated analytically and subtracted from the Recola output.
QED corrections in the vanishing electron mass limit
The results for the NLO corrections discussed above include the contributions due to finite lepton mass effects, such as corrections of the kind α m 2 /Q 2 log(Q 2 /m 2 ) and α m 2 /Q 2 . As a consequence of the available c.m. energy and typical values of the squared momentum transfer relevant for the MUonE experiment, muon mass effects can not be neglected and contribute, together with logarithmic enhanced terms, to make the whole NLO muon correction. However, also because of the complexity of a two-loop calculation in the presence of two different massive fermions [28, 29, 49] , it is worth assessing the rôle played by the contributions induced by a finite electron mass within the one-loop calculation.
To this end, we performed a calculation of the NLO QED corrections by treating the electron as massless, wherever possible. The adopted approximation is detailed in Section 3.
Numerical results
In this Section, we show and discuss the phenomenological results obtained by using a fully differential MC code which implements the theoretical approach described in Section 2. For definiteness, we remark that all calculations and simulations are performed in the center of mass (c.m.) frame and then the momenta are boosted to the laboratory frame, where the initial-state electron is at rest.
We present numerical results both for the µ − e − → µ − e − and µ + e − → µ + e − process, since both options are relevant for the MUonE experiment and the radiative corrections differ in the two cases, as it will be shown in the following.
For the QED calculation, the input parameters are set to: The electroweak predictions are obtained in a scheme where α, M W and M Z are input parameters. Besides the inputs of Eq. (3.1), NLO electroweak predictions provided by
GeV and the masses of the light quarks. The latter are needed for the calculation of the fermionic one-loop corrections to the photon and Z propagators. As remarked above, the fermionic one-loop corrections to the photon propagator are analytically subtracted, leaving a tiny dependence of the full NLO electroweak result on the light quark masses. Their value is set in such a way to reproduce ∆α (5) had (M 2 Z ) (see for instance [50] ). For the energy of the incoming muons, we assume E beam µ = 150 GeV, which is the energy of the M2 beam line of the CERN SPS. Note that, under the fixed-target configuration of the MUonE experiment, the c.m. energy corresponding to this muon energy is given by √ s 0.405541 GeV and that the Lorentz γ factor boosting the c.m. frame into the lab frame is γ 370. We stress that in the lab frame the relation t ee ≡ (p 2 −p 4 ) 2 = 2m 2 e −2m e E e (where E e is the energy of the scattered electron) holds, which implies that a lower limit on E e corresponds to an upper limit on t ee .
In this kinematical condition, the collinear logarithms L e = ln(s/m 2 e ) and L µ = ln(s/m 2 µ ) are of the order of L e 13.4 and L µ 2.7, respectively. In order to study the dependence of the radiative corrections on the applied cuts, we consider four different event selections defined by the following criteria:
1. θ e , θ µ < 100 mrad and E e > 0.2 GeV (i.e. t ee −2.04 · 10 −4 GeV 2 ). The angular cuts model the typical acceptance conditions of the experiment and the electron energy threshold is imposed to guarantee the presence of two charged tracks in the detector; 2. θ e , θ µ < 100 mrad and E e > 1 GeV (i.e. t ee −1.02 · 10 −3 GeV 2 ). With respect to Setup 1, a higher electron energy threshold is imposed to focus on the region where ∆α had (t) is larger; 3. the same criteria as in Setup 1, with an additional acoplanarity cut, applied to partially remove radiative events and thus enhancing the fraction of elastic events. We require acoplanarity ≡ |π − (φ e − φ µ )| ≤ 3.5 mrad for the sake of illustration; Figure 1 . Tuned comparison between our predictions and those of Ref. [51] for the ratio of the NLO and LO cross section in QED of the
Notice that ∆α had (t) increases as |t| increases and thus, in this kinematical configuration, its largest value corresponds to the small θ e region. It is also worth noting that all the numerical results are given for so-called bare leptons, i.e. in the absence of lepton-photon recombination criteria, as the details of the measurement of the lepton energies are still under study by the MUonE experiment. Before entering the discussion of our phenomenological analysis, we show in Fig. 1 the results of a tuned comparison (i.e. using the same set of input parameters and cuts) between our predictions and those of Ref. [51] . The comparison has been performed in order to test the technical accuracy of our calculation and its MC implementation. The results shown in Fig. 1 correspond to the ratio of the NLO QED differential cross section and the LO one, both for the process µ − e − → µ − e − (upper panel) and µ + e − → µ + e − (lower panel), as a function of the squared momentum transfer t ee . Fig. 1 shows a perfect agreement (within the MC integration statistical error) between the results of the two calculations. In Fig. 2 , the same level of agreement is observed for the ratio above as a function of the squared momentum transfer t µµ = (p 1 − p 3 ) 2 . In Figs. 1-2 we used Setup 2 with the further constraint that t µµ lies in the same range as t ee .
Integrated cross sections
First, we show numerical results for the radiative corrections at the level of integrated cross section, for the different experimental conditions defined above. We focus on the 
Figure 2. The same as in Fig. 1 , as a function of the squared momentum transfer
contributions due to QED corrections and postpone the discussion of the smaller effects due to electroweak contributions to Section 3.2.
The cross sections quoted in Tab. 1 are defined as follows:
• σ QED LO and σ QED NLO are the QED cross sections at LO and NLO accuracy 7 , respectively;
• σ VP lep.+top LO is the LO QED cross section including the contribution of the leptonic (+ top-quark) correction to the vacuum polarisation, whereas σ VP lep.+top+had. LO is the LO QED cross section including the full correction to the running of α.
From the above cross section values, we derive the relative corrections shown in Tab. 1 according to the following definitions:
Generally speaking, the LO cross sections in Setup 1 and Setup 3 differ from those of Setup 2 and Setup 4 because of the different electron energy threshold, which implies a different minimum value of the squared momentum transfer t allowed by the elastic kinematics, as remarked above. Going from E min e = 0.2 GeV to E min e = 1 GeV, the elastic cross section is reduced by about a factor of five.
More in detail, it can be seen from Tab. 1 that the leptonic (+ top) correction to the vacuum polarisation, which is dominated by the electron loop contribution, is of the 7 The cross section σ QED NLO includes the contribution of purely photonic corrections only, as the gaugeinvariant effects of the photon self-energy are evaluated separately in σ order of 1% in all the setup. The hadronic correction to the running of the QED coupling amounts to 2 × 10 −5 in Setup 1 and Setup 3 and 8 × 10 −5 in Setup 2 and Setup 4. The impact of ∆α had (t) on the differential cross sections, which are the relevant observables for the determination of a HLO µ in the MUonE experiment, is shown in Section 3.2. The photonic corrections are positive and rather stable, at the level of 4-5%, when no acoplanarity cuts are applied. They change only by a few per mille when varying the electron energy threshold and are therefore mildly dependent on the applied electron energy cut. On the other hand, they change sign and are enhanced to 8-9% in the presence of an acoplanarity cut, as a consequence of the increasing importance of soft photon emission. Note also that the photonic corrections differ by a few per mille (Setup 1 and Setup 2) and at the 10 −4 level (Setup 3 and Setup 4) for the processes involving opposite charge muons. This aspect is discussed in more detailed in the following.
Within the full set of NLO QED corrections, there are three gauge-invariant subsets of photonic contributions corresponding to:
• virtual and real corrections along the electron line;
• virtual and real corrections along the muon line; • up-down interference connecting the electron and muon line, due to box contributions and up-down interference of real photon radiation.
The relative contributions associated to the above classes of correction are shown in Tab. 2, where it can be noticed that the corrections due to electron and muon radiation do not change when considering the processes initiated by opposite charge muons. On the other hand, the up-down interference corrections have the same size but opposite sign, as can be expected from the different charge pattern occurring in the interference/box contribution to the two processes. This explains the difference between the NLO QED corrections to the processes with positive and negative muons.
From Tab. 2, one can also see that for both the µ + e − → µ + e − and µ − e − → µ − e − process the overall (some per cent) corrections are largely dominated by the contribution due to electron radiation. In all the setup, the latter provides more than 95% of the whole correction. The contributions due to muon radiation and electron-muon interference share the remaining part of the full correction and lie in the range between 10 −4 and 10 −3 . In particular, for Setup 1 and Setup 2, the next-to-dominant contribution is given by the updown interference corrections, whereas in Setup 3 and Setup 4 muon radiation exceeds the effect of the NLO up-down interference. A more detailed analysis of the contributions due to the different classes of corrections for the differential distributions is given in the next Section.
Differential cross sections
More than the integrated cross sections, various distributions are relevant for the newly proposed MUonE experiment. We mainly focus on the µ + e − → µ + e − process because of the larger fraction of positive muons provided by the CERN M2 beam. Particular attention is paid to the differential cross sections as functions of the angular variables, as the proposed experimental arrangement of the MUonE experiment is primarily designed to measure the angles precisely [17] . In Fig. 3 we compare the correlation, obtained with a sample of MC events, between the scattering angles of the outgoing electron and muon at LO and NLO, for the Setup 1 and Setup 3 defined above. It can be noticed that, in the absence of an acoplanarity cut (Setup 1), the correlation present at LO (elastic curve) is largely modified by the presence of events at relatively small muon angles, which originate from the bremsstrahlung process µ + e − → µ + e − + γ. However, the tight acoplanarity cut (Setup 3) turns out to be effective in getting rid of most of these radiative events, thus isolating the elastic correlation curve.
Other and more sophisticated elasticity conditions [52] could be applied on the experimental side and easily taken into account at the simulation level.
In Figs. 4-6 we show the impact of the NLO QED (purely photonic) corrections on a number of differential cross sections of the process µ + e − → µ + e − process, in order to study how the different observables are affected by the radiative corrections and applied cuts. In Fig. 4 the effect of the QED corrections under the different event selection criteria is shown for the distribution of the electron (left plot) and the muon scattering angles (right plot). It can be clearly seen that, when no elasticity cuts are applied, the electron angle distribution is significantly affected by the QED contributions in the region of small scattering angles, which is the part of the cross section of main interest for the extraction of ∆α had (t). This strongly varying distortion, which corresponds to an enhancement of events at relatively small muon angles, can be understood as an effect induced on the electron by the radiative processes µ + e − → µ + e − + γ, as already remarked for Fig. 3 . However, this effect largely disappears if an acoplanarity cut is imposed, thus giving rise to a flat and less significant correction of the order of 10%. It is worth noting that the same does not occur for the θ µ distribution. In the absence of an acoplanarity cut, the latter distribution receives a flat and moderate contribution from the radiative corrections (independently of the electron energy threshold), with the exception of the upper hedge where the QED contributions can reach the 20% level. In the presence of an elasticity condition, the corrections to the muon scattering angle distribution become enhanced and more varying, as a consequence of the more pronounced importance of soft photon radiation.
In Fig. 5 we show the contribution of the photonic corrections to the differential cross sections as functions of the squared momentum transfer t µµ (left plot) and t ee (right plot). We can notice that, for the situation of acceptance cuts only (Setup 1 and Setup 2), there are small and constant corrections for values |t µµ,ee | 0.1 GeV
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. Again, in the presence of an acoplanarity cut, the corrections become larger because of the growing importance of soft photon emission and vary in the range between 10% and 40%.
Concerning the energy of the outgoing leptons, we show in Fig. 6 the energy spectrum of the electron (left plot) and of the muon (right plot), respectively. Generally speaking, it can be noticed that the corrections are to a large extent independent of the applied electron energy cut, as they are practically the same for Setup 1 and Setup 2. For these selection criteria, the corrections are slowly varying in almost all the range but they grow up to some tens of per cent in the limit of high electron energy and small muon energy. This behaviour can be ascribed to the dominant rôle played by the radiation emitted by the electron leg, which turns out to be emphasised in the above regions by the contribution of soft photons. However, it is worth noting that the cross sections corresponding to the above kinematical limits are pretty small. When an elasticity condition is imposed, the QED corrections to the lepton energies lie in the range between 10% and 50%.
We come now to the discussion of the effects due to the electroweak contributions and ∆ LO EW × 10 5 ∆ NLO EW × 10 5 Figure 8 . The same as Fig. 7 for the cross sections of the processes µ ± e − → µ ± e − , as functions of the squared momentum transfer t µµ (left plot) and t ee (right plot).
vacuum polarisation. We also examine in detail the impact of the gauge-invariant subsets of photonic corrections at the level of distributions, thus completing the analysis presented in Section 3.1 for the integrated cross sections. We provide results which are valid for the processes µ ± e − → µ ± e − and are given in Figs. 7-11.
In Fig. 7 the size of the electroweak contributions at LO and NLO accuracy is shown for the cross sections dσ/dθ e (left plot) and dσ/dθ µ (right plot) of the processes µ ± e − → µ ± e − . The same effects are shown in Fig. 8 for the cross sections as a function of the squared momentum transfer t µµ and t ee . In order to consistently disentangle pure electroweak effects, we define ∆ LO EW and ∆ NLO EW as follows
Figs. 7-8, it can be noticed that the LO electroweak contributions to the observables of the µ + e − → µ + e − process (upper panels) have a different shape and sign with respect to the same observables of the µ − e − → µ − e − process (lower panels). This asymmetric behaviour is a parity-violation effect induced by the presence of the Z-exchange contribution in the LO diagrams. From Fig. 7 , one can also see that the γ-Z tree-level contributions are at the 10 −5 level for small electron angles and relatively large muon angles. Effects of the same order are observed in Fig. 8 for the cross sections as a function of the momentum transfer t µµ and t ee for |t µµ,ee | values larger than about 0.1 GeV
. In view of the target accuracy of the experiment, we can conclude that the LO electroweak contributions must be taken into account in any calculation aiming at a 10ppm precision. Concerning the impact of the NLO electroweak corrections, it can be seen that they are almost flat and negligible for all the differential cross sections, their contribution being well below 10 −5 . We checked that also for the electron and muon energy the LO electroweak contributions can reach the 10ppm level, the one-loop electroweak corrections being always negligible.
According to the proposed strategy of the MUonE experiment, the leading hadronic contribution to the muon g−2 can be derived after subtracting the leptonic correction to the running of the QED coupling as extracted from the data [17] . Therefore, it is important to establish the accuracy in the calculation of the leptonic contributions to the vacuum polarisation. To this end, we show in Fig. 9 the behaviour of the leptonic corrections to the running of α at the different perturbative orders [33] , as a function of the squared momentum transfer t (left plot) and of the Feynman-parameter variable x (right plot). As a reference, also the hadronic contribution is shown, as calculated using the dispersive approach available in the hadr5n16.f routine [35] . The results as a function of x are shown since the contribution a HLO µ can be obtained in the space-like approach as a onedimensional integral over the variable x involving the hadronic correction to α QED evaluated at t(x) = x 2 m 2 µ /(x − 1) [15, 17] . As can be seen, the leptonic corrections at LO (one-loop approximation) vary from 1% at large |t| and x values to some per mille at small |t| and x. The NLO (two-loop accuracy) and NNLO (three-loop approximation) leptonic corrections are of the order of 10 −5 and 10 −7 , respectively. Therefore, the present knowledge of the above corrections does not provide a limitation to the proposed experimental strategy. The hadronic contribution varies from 0.1% at relatively large t and x values, which define the "signal region" of the experiment, to the 10 −5 − 10 −6 level at small t and x, where the cross section of the process can be used as normalisation.
An examination of the different sources of photonic corrections is shown for the dσ/dθ e and for dσ/dθ µ in Fig. 10 and the dσ/dt µµ and dσ/dt ee in Fig. 11 . The upper(lower) panels refer to the µ + e − → µ + e − (µ − e − → µ − e − ) process. This analysis is performed in order to understand how the different gauge-invariant classes contribute to the overall QED corrections previously discussed. The main message that can be drawn by inspection of Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 is that the overall QED correction over the full range is, in general, the result of a delicate interplay between the various sources of radiation. A further important and general remark is that the corrections due to up-down interference are of opposite sign for the two processes, which is the origin of the different overall correction for the processes involving positive and negative muons. Moreover, one can notice that the interference contribution plays a significant rôle in the region of small electron scattering angles, i.e. for large |t µµ,ee | values. This behaviour has to be ascribed to the presence in the up-down interference of logarithmic (and squared logarithmic) angular contributions of the type ln(u/t), which become potentially enhanced when either t or u are small. Figure 11 . The same as Fig. 10 for the cross sections for the cross sections of the processes µ ± e − → µ ± e − , as a function of the squared momentum transfer t µµ (left plot) and t ee (right plot).
More in detail, one can see from Fig. 10 that, in the presence of acceptance cuts only, the correction to the electron angle distribution is completely dominated by the contribution of electron radiation, the other effects being almost flat and much smaller over the full range. However, if an acoplanarity cut is applied, the contributions due to muon radiation and up-down interference corrections become visible in the region of small electron scattering angles, where they amount to some per cent. Interestingly, the above contributions have the same sign in the µ + e − → µ + e − process (upper panel of the left plot) and sum up to contribute to the overall QED correction, whereas they tend to cancel in the µ − e − → µ − e − process (lower panel of the left plot). As far as the dσ/dθ µ cross section is concerned, it can be noticed that, both in the absence and in the presence of acoplanarity cuts, all the contributions play a rôle, especially in the region of relatively large muon angles around 4.5 mrad. In this region, the different sets of correction vary between 5% and 20%, the dominant contribution being electron radiation, followed by the interference correction and muon radiation, respectively. Like for the dσ/dθ e cross section, all the corrections have the same sign in the final part of the spectrum of the µ + e − → µ + e − process (upper panel of the right plot), whereas for the µ − e − → µ − e − process (lower panel of the right plot) the positive up-down interference contributions tend to compensate the negative effect of the electron and muon radiation. Similar considerations apply to the dσ/dt µµ and dσ/dt ee distributions shown in Fig. 11 . All in all, these results indicate that all the sources of corrections have to be taken into account for precise predictions for the differential cross sections. We now discuss finite electron mass corrections. We are interested in assessing the (IR-safe) effects due to taking the limit of vanishing electron mass in the virtual (and real soft-photon) amplitudes. In order to achieve the aim, we adopt the following procedure to approximate the ingredients of the complete NLO QED correction:
• we keep fully massive momenta. The choice is driven by the fact that with a massless electron its rest frame (i.e. the lab frame) could not be defined. We therefore keep fully massive phase-space and flux factor. We then choose to express the 2 → 2 amplitudes in terms of the independent s and t Mandelstam invariants;
• for virtual corrections, we completely reduce the tensor structures to scalar functions. We then retain exact m e dependency in those terms enhanced by logarithms of the artificial IR parameter λ. In the non-IR remainder, we express u = 2m 2 µ − s − t (i.e. discarding 2m 2 e ) and we neglect any m 2 e contribution except in the the arguments of the collinear logarithms;
• for real soft-photon corrections, we proceed similarly: we keep exact m e dependency in terms proportional to log (ω s /λ) and neglect any m e corrections in the remainder, except in the arguments of the collinear logarithms;
• for real corrections, we do not make any approximation, because in this case finite mass corrections emerge from a delicate interplay between matrix elements and integration over the 3-body phase space.
We remark that with these choices our m e → 0 limit is always independent of the IR parameters λ and ω s by construction and gives an estimate of the effects due to neglecting m e in the one-loop virtual amplitudes. We also stress that also in our massless limit terms proportional to log 2 Q 2 /m 2 e are cancelled out between virtual and real soft-photon corrections, as in the exact calculation.
The method outlined above has been applied in the computation of the full NLO QED corrections and of the gauge-invariant subset given by the electron-line (virtual and real) contributions. The comparison between the exact results of Section 2.1 and those obtained in the m e → 0 limit provides an IR-safe estimate of finite electron mass effects.
In Fig. 12 we show our results for Setup 1, in per cent of the fully massive LO differential cross section. The predictions refer to both incoming µ + and µ − and are just shown for the electron scattering angle and the squared momentum transfer t ee , for the sake of illustration. Similar results apply to the other distributions considered in our study.
From Fig. 12 , it can be noticed that the contribution of m e -dependent terms to the LO cross section is almost flat and below the 10ppm level. In the considered Setup, the electron-mass corrections at NLO contribute to dσ/dθ e and dσ/dt ee in the range from a few to some 10 −5 , getting larger as θ e increases. We notice that the largest part of the finite m e corrections is due to radiation from the electron line only, the full correction lying around it. The extra corrections with respect to the electron line only are dominated by up-down interference and box diagrams.
To conclude, we show in Fig. 13 and in Fig. 14 numerical results for the ratios defined as follows:
According to Eq. (3.3), R i is defined as the ratio between a generic cross section including the contribution of the hadronic correction to the running of α and the same cross section without it. As such, this quantity gives the sensitivity of a given observable to the signal of interest for the MUonE experiment. We study how the ratios R i are affected by the QED corrections under the different selection criteria and for the two processes µ ± e − → µ ± e − . The results of this study are shown in Fig. 13 as a function of the electron (left plot) and muon (right plot) scattering angles. Figure 14 illustrates the situation as a function of Figure 14 . The same as in Fig. 13 as a function of the squared momentum transfer t µµ (left plot) and t ee (right plot).
the squared momentum transfer t µµ (left plot) and t ee (right plot). As can be seen, there is not an appreciable difference between the results valid for the process initiated by positive muons (upper panels) and those involving negative muons (upper panels). From Fig. 13 , it is particularly evident that, in the absence of elasticity conditions (Setup 2), the ratio as a function of the electron scattering angle is strongly affected by the contribution of QED radiation, especially in the region of small angles, where the highest sensitivity, at the per mille level, is present. However, this sensitivity is largely recovered by applying an acoplanarity cut (Setup 4), which removes the contribution of the radiative processes. On the other hand, the ratio as a function of the muon scattering angle appears to be particularly robust under the contribution of the radiative corrections and applied cuts. The same property is shared by the ratios as functions of t µµ and t ee , as can be seen from Fig. 14. 
Conclusions
In this work, we have computed the full set of NLO corrections to µ ± e − → µ ± e − scattering in the SM. The study is motivated by the recent proposal of measuring the effective electromagnetic coupling constant in the space-like region by using this process (MUonE experiment). From the measurement of the hadronic contribution to the running of α QED , the leading hadronic contribution to the muon anomaly can be derived according to an alternative approach to the standard time-like evaluation of a HLO µ . In view of the challenging target accuracy (at the 10ppm level), we have computed the NLO QED and purely weak corrections without any approximation and developed a corresponding fully differential MC code, which is available for first experimental studies.
We have performed a comprehensive phenomenological analysis of the µe → µe process at NLO accuracy under different event selection conditions, in order to study the dependence of the radiative corrections on the applied cuts. To this end, we have provided detailed results both at the level of integrated cross sections and distributions.
We have shown that the NLO electroweak corrections are largely dominated by the QED effects, the contribution of the NLO purely weak corrections being typically well below 10 −5 and hence negligible. Only the tree-level γ + Z contribution plays a rôle, as its contribution can reach the 10 −5 level in particularly important kinematical regions. Therefore, a first conclusion of our study is that at least the LO electroweak contributions are necessary to achieve the required theoretical accuracy.
We have also scrutinised the accuracy in the calculation of the leptonic corrections to the vacuum polarisation, since, according to the proposed strategy of the MUonE experiment, the leading hadronic contribution to the muon anomaly is obtained after subtraction of the leptonic contribution to the running of the QED coupling. We have shown that the leptonic corrections beyond the one-loop approximation, i.e at two-loop and three-loop accuracy, are of the order of 10 −5 and 10 −7 , respectively, and therefore are not a limitation to the proposed experimental procedure.
We have examined the impact of the photonic corrections to all the observables of experimental interest, by considering some variants of possible experimental cuts. We have pointed out that, by assuming the presence of acceptance cuts only, the integrated cross sections receive a moderate correction, of about 5%. By imposing an elasticity condition given by a tight acoplanarity cut, the QED corrections to the integrated cross sections change sign and rise to the 10% level, as a consequence of the increased importance of soft photon emission.
We have analysed how the differential cross sections are affected by the QED corrections under the different selection criteria. We have shown that the electron angle distribution receives an extremely important and strongly varying correction, when no elasticity cuts are applied. This behaviour is due to a large kinematical effect induced on the electron scattering angle by the processes accompanied by real photon emission. However, in such an experimental configuration, the corrections to the other distributions are much less pronounced and slowly varying. We have demonstrated that a simple acoplanarity cut is of great help in getting rid of most of the radiative processes, which populate the region of relatively small muon angles, and singles out elastic events. The application of this cut tends to stabilise the QED contribution to the electron angle distribution, giving rise to a flat and less significant correction of the order of 10%. However, as a drawback, the acoplanarity cut enhances the contribution of the photonic corrections to the other differential cross sections, because of the growing importance of soft photon radiation. More sophisticated elasticity conditions are being studied at the experimental level and simulated accordingly, in order to optimise the dependence of the radiative corrections on the applied cuts.
We have studied how the different gauge-invariant subsets of photonic corrections contribute to the overall QED contribution. We have shown that, in general, the radiation by the electron leg is the dominant contribution but also emphasised that all the sources of corrections play a rôle for a correct description of the distributions. In particular, we have shown that the corrections due to up-down interference and box contributions are of opposite sign for the processes involving opposite charge muons, thus explaining the difference between the corrections affecting the µ + e − → µ − e − and µ − e − → µ − e − scattering. In particular, we have pointed out that the interference corrections provide a significant contribution for small electron scattering angles or, equivalently, at relatively large values of the squared momentum transfer, which defines the signal region of the MUonE experiment.
We have also given an estimate of the finite electron-mass corrections, to show that they are not negligible at NLO accuracy and lie in the range from a few to some 10 −5 , being dominated by the corrections from the electron leg.
In conclusion, we have also pointed out that, independently of the applied cuts, the cross section as a function of the muon scattering angle is a particularly robust observable under the contribution of the radiative corrections for the extraction of the signal of interest. However, also the electron angle distribution can be used to this end, if appropriate elasticity cuts are applied.
The results here presented represent the first step towards the realisation of a highprecision theoretical tool necessary for the analysis of the data of the MUonE experiment. In the near future, we plan to match the NLO QED corrections to µe → µe with the contribution due to multiple photon emission, following the formulation successfully applied to Bhabha scattering and QED processes at flavour factories [53] [54] [55] , Drell-Yan processes at hadron colliders [56, 57] and Higgs boson decay into four leptons [58] . Over the longer term, we are interested in developing a MC event generator including NNLO corrections and resummation, which will be ultimately needed for data analysis.
